In this paper we present two methods for computing ltered estimates for moments of integrals and stochastic integrals of continuous-time nonlinear systems. The rst method utilizes recursive stochastic partial di erential equations. The second method utilizes conditional moment generating functions. For the case of Gaussian systems the recursive computations involve integrations with respect to Gaussian densities, while the moment generating functions involve di erentiations of parameter dependent ordinary stochastic di erential equations. The second method is applied in the expectation maximization algorithm.
Introduction
This paper discusses the following problem. We are given noisy observations fys; 0 s tg of the system state process fxs; 0 s tg, and we wish to derive ltered estimates for moments of integrals and stochastic integrals. Speci cally, dxt = f(t; xt)dt + (t; xt)dwt; x(0) I R n ;
(1) dyt = h(t; xt)dt + tdwt + N 1=2 t dbt; y(0) = 0 I R n ; (2) where xt I R n ; yt I R d and fws; 0 s tg, fbs; 0 s tg are independent standard Wiener processes; x(0) is a random variable independent of the Wiener processes. We are interested in conditional expectations ( ltered estimates) of moments of integrals and stochastic integrals for j = 1; 2; 3. We show that when e ;j t ( ) have density functions, e j (x; t); j = 1; 2; 3, then 3. jf(t; x)j + jh(t; x)j + k (t; x)k k(1 + jxj). 2 Consider the P-martingale mt = Theorem 2.5. 5, 6 ] Suppose qt( ) has a density function q(x; t). The unnormalized density of the conditional distribution e P(xt AjF y 0;t ); A B(I R n ) is q( ) and satis es the SPDE dq(z; t) = A(t) q(z; t)dt + B(t) q(z; t)dyt; q(z; 0) = p0(z); (13) where
De nition 2.6. A fundamental solution of (13) is an F y 0;t -measurable function q(z; t; x; s), with (z; x) I R n I R n ; 0 s < t T such that the following hold:
1. For xed (s; x) (0; t) I R n , q( ; t; x; s) C 2 z (I R n ) and q( ; ; x; s) satis es (13) (21) Here we use the convention M p;j (x; t) = 0 for p < 0. Also, M ;j (x; 0) = 0; 1; M 0;j (x; t) = q(x; t); j = 1; 2; 3:
Proof. Consider (xt) 0;tL ;1 0;t , where fxt; t 0; T]g and f 0;t; t 0; T]g are solutions of (9), (12) Proof. Follow the derivation of Theorem 2.7. 2
Moment Generating Functions
Next we introduce moment generating functions for computing the conditional moments of integrals and stochastic integrals (17).
De nition 3.5. Let = i!; i = p ?1. 
Proof. 
Proof. The derivation is based on Kolmogorovs continuity theorem and its application to parameter dependent di usion processes (see 7]). First, note that if the measure-valued processes ;j t ( ) have density function then (32)-(34) hold. If ;j (x; t) are in the function space of continuous functions, then their derivatives with respect to will also be continuous; this is done as in 7]. Hence, by normalizing (37), as ! 0, the left-handside of (38) and (39) converge in distribution provided the density functions M ;j (x; t) exist. The a.s. convergence is established as follows. For each measure-valued process ;j
Expectation-Maximization
Consider the system dxt = Fxtdt + Gdwt; x(0) I R n ; dyt = Hxtdt + N 1 2 dbt; y(0) = 0; f1(t; x) = 1 2 x 0 Qx; f2(t; x) = x 0 R; f3(t; x) = x 0 S: Here Q = Q 0 . We assume x(0) is a Gaussian random variable. Suppose F; H are random matrices which we wish to identify or estimate.
The expectationmaximization algorithm, (see 3]) enables computation of maximum-likelihood estimates of F; H, in terms of ltered estimates of the processes R t 0 f1(s; xs)ds, R t 0 f2(s; xs)dws; R t 0 f3(s; xs)dbs. Here we apply Theorem 3.9 to obtain the ltered estimates of these integrals. A solution of (13) 
